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A LEGAL PARTNER THAT IS COMMITTED TO JAPAN

At Addleshaw Goddard, our experience of working with Japanese clients stretches back more than 30 years. We have an 
impressive track record of success in working with Japanese business and in Japan.  We are totally committed to enhancing 
it further in the future.

Thanks to our dedicated Japan Business Group, our team offers a depth of specialist expertise that few other law firms can 
match. For more than 15 years, we have invested in getting to know Japan, its business culture and the people we work for. 

It means we appreciate the critical importance of relationships and trust upon which business is based in Japan. We 
understand the need to adapt to very high expectations and different ways of doing business. And we are accustomed to 
working with trusted local professionals, including law firms, as well as globally renowned quantity surveyors, technical 
experts, financiers and procurement specialists, helping our Japanese clients to achieve their objectives. 

From construction, energy and infrastructure, to corporate, restructuring and real estate finance, we have considerable 
experience of assisting Japanese clients on a variety of projects and transactions all over the world. 

Through our own offices in Dubai, Oman, Qatar, Singapore, Hong Kong and the UK, together with our strategic alliance in 
Japan and expansive network of preferred legal partners throughout the world, we are well placed to help Japanese businesses 
to capitalise on opportunities, safeguard their interests and fulfil their commercial ambitions, wherever they may be.

Our formal alliance with Japanese law firm, Hashidate Law Office, in 2013 (further details of which are set out on page 3) 
was a key milestone for us in seeking to achieve the best possible platform from which to advise our Japanese clients.

Alongside our global reach, we ensure we have the strength in depth, commercial understanding and local insight to deliver 
the very highest quality of service, time after time. 

5 reasons to work with us
1. Strength

We are a dynamic international law firm, employing over 1,100 lawyers.  We have one of the leading construction & 
engineering practices of any law firm headquartered in Europe.

2. Commitment

We have a proven commitment of successfully helping Japanese clients achieve their objectives, demonstrated by our 
work with Japanese organisations on numerous high profile, landmark projects over the past decade.  Our formal alliance 
with Hashidate Law office has enhanced our commitment to and involvement in Japan even further.

3. Expertise

Our construction, energy, infrastructure and projects teams boast more dedicated specialists than almost any other firm in 
Europe. We can offer you the expertise of one of the strongest teams in the market, led by lawyers who are true leaders in 
their field.

4. Understanding

We understand Japan and Japanese business. Members of our Japan Business Group have been visiting the country 
repeatedly for a long time.  They have acted for many of Japan’s largest contractors throughout the world.

5. Global

Our overseas and affiliate offices are located in areas of strategic importance for Japanese clients – across the Gulf 
region (Dubai, Qatar and Oman) and in the key international arbitration centres of Singapore and Hong Kong.

Contact

Jonathan Tattersall - Head of Japan Business Group & Regional Chair Asia
+44 20 7880 5941
+44 7921 940146
j.tattersall@aglaw.com
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HASHIDATE LAW OFFICE & ADDLESHAW GODDARD 
- SEAMLESS INTERNATIONAL CAPABILITY

- an integrated practice providing advice to international clients involved in cross-border transactions.

Introduction 

Addleshaw Goddard LLP and Hashidate Law Office have developed a strong working relationship by acting together for 
Japanese clients over a number of years and share ambitions to work together to cultivate further opportunities in developing 
markets such as China, India, Africa, Myanmar, and Vietnam. Both firms also embody the same values – constantly aiming 
to provide better legal services for our clients.

With this in mind, we formalised the relationship between our firms by entering into a strategic alliance with each other in 
2013. In the following pages, we are pleased to provide more information about the Alliance and how we work together to 
service the needs of Japanese clients overseas and help businesses from other parts of the world to develop their business 
interests in Japan and further afield across Asia.

Our Combined Approach

 ► Dedication to building strong client relationships – investing time and energy to find out what really matters to you

 ►  Collaboration to deliver the best seamless service – working together with you to deliver relevant advice and 
recommendations that are in your best interests

 ►  Market-leading expertise – providing specialist lawyers with real insight and knowledge of their particular practice 
areas, lawyers who thus can respond to even the most urgent demands and turn around complex instructions quickly

 ►  Delivering value – providing competitive and transparent fee arrangements

 ►  Operating effectively internationally – utilising market intelligence and expertise we have in our respective markets 
and calling upon other well established leading lawyers elsewhere around the world as required.

About Hashidate Law Office

Hashidate Law Office is recognised as a full service law firm that is committed to international business and its development. 
It provides high quality legal services to leading Japanese and overseas companies, banks and securities firms, particularly 
for cross-border financial transactions. 

Hashidate Law Office utilises its extensive expertise to advise its clients rapidly and effectively, both on Japanese law 
(including those seeking to develop their business interests in Japan), and on international legal matters, including work 
centred in Europe, North America, the Gulf region, South East Asia, and elsewhere worldwide. 

The legal environment has changed at an unexpectedly rapid pace due to societal changes and major judicial reforms. 
Hashidate Law Office has risen to the challenges presented so far and plan to provide an even higher level quality of legal 
services, whilst remembering its responsibility as legal professionals to contribute toward fairness and justice in Japanese 
society through a tireless focus on serving its clients.

Kenji Hashidate - Managing Partner - Hashidate Law Office
+81 3 3504 3800
kenjihashidate@hashidatelaw.com
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CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING & ENVIRONMENT

Our construction, engineering and environment practice is one of the largest and most respected of any law firm 
headquartered in Europe. The team comprises over 20 partners and 100 specialist lawyers based across our UK and 
international offices, plus a strong network of preferred law firms throughout the world.

We know the international construction industry and understand the complex issues faced by the Japanese contractors who 
operate within it. Our substantial experience advising Japanese clients includes leading high value EPC negotiations, oil 
and gas sector and/or infrastructure acquisitions, PFI/PPP projects, and secondary market transactions across the globe. 
Through our expertise, resource and value for money, we can add value at each stage of the development and construction 
process. 

All members of our Japan Business Group have in depth experience of the forms of contract popular with Japanese 
contractors when carrying out business throughout the world, such as FIDIC, IChemE and NEC, and the team includes 
qualified arbitrators, adjudicators and mediators.

Examples of the projects and disputes our lawyers have advised on include: oil and gas, nuclear, power and water, 
infrastructure such as roads, tunnels, bridges and ports, heavy industries including shipbuilding and offshore facilities and 
utilities including pipelines and exploration works.

Highlights of our recent and relevant construction and engineering experience includes:

 ►  Various ICC and LCIA arbitration proceedings 
concerning power projects throughout the Gulf region 
and Africa

 ►  Various water and power projects in the Gulf region  
and Africa

 ►  LCIA arbitration proceedings concerning a bridge 
project in South Asia

 ►  ICC arbitration proceedings concerning a port facility in 
East Asia

 ►  An oil field dispute in Western Iraq

 ►  Ad hoc arbitration proceedings concerning a gas field in 
Eastern Europe

 ►  ICC arbitration proceedings concerning the supply of 
generators for a power project in North Africa

 ►  Disputes arising out of the construction of an oil pipeline 
in the Gulf region

 ►  Disputes arising out of a joint venture agreement for the 
construction of a infrastructure project in North Africa

Contacts

Jonathan Tattersall - Partner

+44 20 7880 5941
+44 7921 940146
j.tattersall@aglaw.com

Graeme Warburton - Partner
+44 20 7160 3493
+44 7736 800443
g.warburton@aglaw.com
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CORPORATE
Addleshaw Goddard’s global corporate practice offers an impressive track record of leading expertise.

We pride ourselves on dealing innovatively and bringing commercial acumen to every transaction. Our partners and fee 
earners have geographic, sector and market expertise, and we regularly manage and transact multi-jurisdictional deals.

Our corporate practice has significant experience handling all forms of corporate, corporate finance and commercial 
transactions in all regions of the world and often in multiple jurisdictions at a time working with local counsel as well as our 
own offices. 

We regularly act for clients in respect of:

 ► M&A: acting for both vendors and buyers, both 
local and international, in respect of both public and 
private acquisitions and divestments, including multi 
jurisdictional deals

 ► Private Equity: acting for funds, investors and 
investee companies on a broad range of investment 
and equity structures

 ► Joint Ventures: acting for both local and international 
partners in respect of onshore and offshore joint 
venture establishments, restructurings and exits

 ►  Foreign Direct Investment: acting for internationals 
in respect of their investments and establishments 
in a wide ranging of developed and emerging market 

locations, including the Gulf region, India, Africa and 
Mainland China

 ►  Corporate Finance: assisting borrowers and lenders 
on a wide range of finance and lending agreements

 ► Commercial Transactions: assisting international 
companies in respect of their distribution, 
manufacturing, sales, agency, franchise, local 
compliance and other commercial contracts

 ►  Capital Markets: acting for underwriters and issuers 
in respect of main board and junior market IPOs and 
secondary offerings

Our corporate capability is supported by our expertise in related areas, including tax, financial regulatory, labour and 
employment, employee benefits, real estate, intellectual property, litigation, antitrust and competition, insurance and 
government affairs.

ExamplesM&A 

 ► Diageo Subsidiary: US$225m acquisition of an 
Ethiopean-based brewery

 ► Barclays Bank: acquisition of ING’s UK online banking 
business

 ► Andor Technology on its £176m takeover by Oxford 
Instruments plc

 ►  Advising a LSE listed oil and mining company on a 
joint venture and mining investments in Europe and 
locations in Asia

Private Equity

 ► Mount Anvil: £200m partnership with Ares 
Management to buy sites and build homes in Central 
London

 ► Fircroft Engineering Services: £140m investment into 
the company by Equistone Private Equity

 ► Qatar-based trading group: acquisition from private 
equity sellers of a majority interest in a Saudi 
headquartered IT solutions business

Corporate Finance

 ► Ngai Shun Holdings Limited: listing on the Main Board 
of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange

 ► Zeus Capital: £560m IPO of boohoo.com plc on AIM

 ► Safecharge International: £245m IPO on AIM

 ► Game Account Network: £75m IPO on AIM

Contact
Chris Taylor - Partner
+44 20 7880 5918 
+44 7967 725651 
christopher.taylor@addleshawgoddard.com
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REAL ESTATE FINANCE

Our Real Estate Finance team comprises specialist banking and real estate lawyers with substantial experience acting both 
for lenders and borrowers. We work for all the major UK clearing banks, as well as many other lenders active in the Gulf 
region, Africa and East Asia, including insurance companies. 

These include:

 ►  Lloyds Banking Group

 ►  HSBC

 ►  Barclays Bank plc

 ►  Bank of London and the Middle East plc

 ►  Maybank

 ►  CIMB Bank Berhad

 ►  Santander

 ►  Aareal Bank AG

The strength of our lender practice is a particular advantage when acting for borrowers. We understand what lenders are 
looking for and we can advise borrowers on how best to meet these requirements, enabling both parties to focus on the key 
points in a transaction. 

When finance is one element of a larger project, we ensure our financial team is fully integrated into the project team. This 
provides extra peace of mind for clients in knowing that all elements of the transaction are progressing together to achieve 
completion by the required date.

Highlights of our recent real estate finance experience include:

 ►  Advising the Asian Development Bank on the financing 
of the Ninoy Aquino International Airport Terminal III 
project in Manila

 ►  Advising on the Shariah funding aspects of a 
GCC investor’s investment in a major East Asian 
manufacturing plant

 ►  Assisting Deacons on trade finance issues for the Hong 
Kong branch of a major European bank

 ►  Advising a Malaysian fund investing in Central London 
offices at a value of over £200m

 ►  Advising AP Land, a public listed company in Malaysia, 
on the acquisition of a large scale property in London

 ►  Assisting Indonesian Syariah Bank on a complex 
financing matter under English law

Contact

Adrian Collins - Partner
+44 20 7160 3048
+44 7884 068319
adrian.collins@addleshawgoddard.com
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INFRASTRUCTURE & PROJECTS

Despite financial instabilities in some economies, investment in infrastructure and projects is continuing apace in a number 
of key markets around the world, not least in terms of rail, road and other transport infrastructure projects.

Our global team has been at the forefront of many of these investments, advising on major high profile transport projects 
such as road, commuter rail, heavy rail, maglev and high speed rail.

We have acted on projects financed through a variety of funding routes, from traditional senior debt financing, to privately 
placed bond funding and publicly listed wrapped bond funding. We have also been involved in the private finance initiative 
(PFI) and public private partnership (PPP) market since its inception in the early 1990s, advising on projects worth more 
than £5 billion during that time. 

By combining our global expertise with the insights of our international network, we are able draw on vital local knowledge 
about the rapidly changing markets in the Gulf region, Africa and across Asia. 

It gives us a deeper understanding of the risks, challenges and opportunities. This in turn enables us to provide our clients with 
legal advice that contributes to a smooth, efficient and successful project from a commercial, financial and legal perspective. 

Highlights of our recent infrastructure and projects experience include:

 ►  Advising the winning BACS Consortium on the Blue and 
Green Lines of the AR Riyadh Metro project

 ►  Advising a different consortium of contractors on a 
breach of a consortium agreement relating to the same 
project

 ►  Advising the Dubai RTA on the proposed extension to 
the Green and Red Lines of the Dubai Metro

 

 ► Representing a contractor in a dispute arising out of the 
design and construction of the Doha Metro

 ►  Advising on a multi-modal transportation project in 
Bahrain

 ►  Advising on the design and construction of a number 
of airports in the Gulf region, including Muscat and 
Salahah Airports, Abu Dhabi Airport Midfield Terminal 
Complex, and the New Doha International Airport

In addition, members of our team advised the UK’s Olympic Delivery Authority from 2006 to 2012 across the whole £1.2 
billion Olympic transport scheme, including the £130m refurbishment of Stratford Regional Station, the key rail gateway to 
the Olympic Park, working closely with key public and private sector organisations, including Transport for London, London 
Underground and the Network Rail enhancement team.

We also advise the UK Department for Transport on rail franchising and are one of only four firms on the legal panel of the 
owner and operator of UK National Rail Infrastructure, Network Rail.  

Contacts

Paul Hirst - Partner

+44 20 7160 3039
+44 7595 777 949
paul.hirst@addleshawgoddard.com

David Hartley - Partner
+44 20 7160 3130
+44 7956 175341
david.hartley@addleshawgoddard.com
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ENERGY

Wherever innovation is happening in the energy market, Addleshaw Goddard is at the forefront, helping our clients to 
anticipate and respond to change and to identify and capitalise on opportunities. 

Many businesses are actively looking at ways to be involved in the energy supply chain (either alone or with partners) 
whether to reduce costs, improve energy security, exploit commercial opportunities or enhance their green credentials.

But making sound investment decisions in an uncertain market is risky. You need advisors who understand the uncertainties 
and can provide pragmatic, incisive advice that helps to minimise those risks.

Our Energy and Utilities Group has extensive experience around power generation and renewable energies - from nuclear 
and gas, to solar, biomass, wind and offshore marine. 

We act for clients all over the world, including global names such as BP, on an extremely diverse portfolio of matters across 
the sector. 

This broad coverage means that we bring not only real know-how and experience, but also new ideas and innovative ways of 
working. 

Highlights of our recent experience include:

 ►  Advising a Japanese contractor on a power project in 
Singapore and a US Power Company on a US$150m 
power station in Quetta, Pakistan

 ►  Advising PT Jakarta Tank Terminals on a US$60m term 
facility agreement for financing an oil storage facility in 
Jakarta, Indonesia

 ►  Advising Gaz de France / Suez on cross border issues 
and repowering a large CCGT power station

 ►  Advising Gaz de France on the replanting of several 
turbines on a 1800 MW CCGT power station in the UK, 
and subsequent mothballing of the power station

 ►  Advising Hitachi Capital on lending to businesses 
and individuals looking to install solar panels on their 
premises

 ►  Advising Peel Energy, Dong Energy and RWE on the 
Hunterston clean coal power project in the UK

 ►  Advising National Nuclear Laboratory on the leases of 
buildings on nuclear licensed sites

 ►  Advising a major Tier 2 contractor on nuclear liability 
issues, including major contracts for professional 
services, supply, maintenance, framework with tier 1 
suppliers and licence holders

Contacts

Richard Goodfellow - Partner and Head of Energy & Utilities Markets
+44 20 7606 8855
+44 7775 586409
richard.goodfellow@addleshawgoddard.com

John Emerton - Partner
+44 20 7160 3188
+44 7921 940147
john.emerton@addleshawgoddard.com
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BUSINESS SUPPORT AND RESTRUCTURING

Most businesses experience challenges to the financial health, stability or success of their business at some point, whether 
from emerging competition, increasing overheads, pensions issues, levels of debt or creditor pressure. 

Our Business Support and Restructuring (BSR) team comprises restructuring and insolvency specialists with expertise 
across key business areas such as company law, real estate, banking, employment and dispute resolution. 

It is a broad-based approach that gives our clients the reassurance that their debt restructuring or insolvency issues will be 
dealt with promptly and effectively, by experts who understand their commercial priorities.

By getting involved early, we can identify problems and facilitate discussions with stakeholders, helping to secure the 
outcome that best suits our clients’ needs. 

From refinancing debt or restructuring equity, to disposals or insolvencies, our presence on all the major UK bank panels 
gives us a privileged insight into current market practice across the financial services sector.

Our specialist team also enjoys strong relationships with restructuring and insolvency specialists at the leading UK and 
global accountancy firms, providing clients with an integrated service that reduces business uncertainty.

Highlights of our recent experience include:

Contentious

 ►  Advising the liquidators of Halliwells, the largest UK law 
firm to go into administration

 ►  Advising the liquidators of Farepak Food & Gifts, 
including advice on numerous individual claims against 
third parties, managing 150,000 creditor claims and the 
investigation into the collapse of the business

 ►  Advising the Italian administrators of Alitalia on an 
application issued by the English liquidators about 
the treatment of certain funds in the UK. This was a 
landmark case on the extent to which office holders in 
Europe are required to cooperate with each other in line 
with the EU Regulation on insolvency

Non Contentious

 ►  Acting for Anglo Irish Bank and David Chubb of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers in the restructuring of London 
Town plc, including the appointment of administrators to 
manage the portfolio of 300 pubs

 ►  Advising the board of directors of Archial Architects plc 
on the high profile failure of its architects’ business

 ►  Acting for the directors of a number of companies in the 
Thornfield Group, as well as advising the administrators 
of Thornfield Properties Plc and Thornfield Ventures 
Limited

 ►  Advising Anglo Irish and Allied Irish on the restructuring 
of a number of large properties and property portfolios, 
including advice and options analysis on Luxembourg 
and other overseas holding structures

Contact 

Alison Goldthorp - Partner 
+44 20 7788 5278
+44 7771 917843
alison.goldthorp@addleshawgoddard.com
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ADDLESHAW GODDARD IN GCC 

The UAE and other GCC nations remain an important area of growth and an essential market for exporters, international 
investors and corporate clients looking to establish a presence for their expanding regional and global businesses.

From our three offices in Doha, Dubai and Muscat, Addleshaw Goddard offers specialist expertise in:

 ► Banking & Finance 

 ► Private Equity and Sovereign 
Wealth Fund Investments

 ► Commercial

 ► Private Wealth Management

 ► Construction

 ► Projects and infrastructure

 ► Corporate

 ► Renewable Energy

 ► Employment 

 ► Transport 

 ► Litigation and Dispute Resolution

With our full service legal offering, we are well placed to provide clients with specialist, local market expertise in their own 
country on pan-regional assignments and also in relation to their wider international portfolios.

With the increasing importance of Shari’ah compliant financing to our clients’ businesses, our expertise incorporates a 
dedicated Islamic Finance team with the expertise and experience to help clients develop and use Shari’ah compliant 
structures and products for their businesses and transactions.

Our multicultural and multilingual offices are staffed by lawyers and paralegals who are long-term residents with an 
unrivalled depth of knowledge and experience across the GCC, many of whom are fluent in both English and Arabic. Our 
lawyers are conversant in advising international clients and their legal advisors on all matters connected with investing in 
and doing business in the region. 

Our absolute commitment to developing long term relationships, coupled with deep experience of doing business in this 
region across a range of legal disciplines, means that we have the right experience and credentials to support our clients’ 
businesses now and in the years to come.

Dubai

Our Dubai office supports clients investing in the UAE and those using Dubai as a hub for investment in the GCC and the 
wider region. We have built a wealth of expertise of advising clients with business interests across the Gulf, providing broad 
ranging legal support that covers corporate and commercial, private equity, projects, employment, transport, arbitration and 
dispute resolution and construction expertise. 

Our Dubai corporate team has been hand picked for their quality offering and knowledge of the region and is led by two 
corporate partners who have been in the region for a number of years and have extensive experience of both local and 
international M&A and joint ventures.

Our engineering, projects and construction team alone collectively has over 20 years of experience in the region and has 
advised on over 75 contentious and non-contentious projects in the two years since our Dubai office has been open.

The team in Dubai works closely with lawyers in our other GCC offices located in Doha and Muscat, as well as with legal 
experts based in our UK and Asia offices. 

Contact
Andrew Greaves- Head of Region – GCC
+971 4 3506 401
+971 50 451 5461
a.greaves@aglaw.com 
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ADDLESHAW GODDARD IN ASIA

Asia is regarded as a key market place for many of our established clients.  With firm roots in the region through our offices 
in Singapore and Hong Kong, our formal alliance with Hashidate Law Office in Tokyo, and with dedicated business groups 
focused on specific countries, we are able to combine our international expertise with truly local knowledge. This enables us 
to: 

  ► Provide local law advice in Hong Kong and Singapore

 ► Assist with outbound investment from Asian 
companies looking to expand into Europe, the GCC 
and beyond 

 ► Provide practical legal advice to European and 
international clients looking to enter the buoyant local 
market, including clients such as Diageo and Standard 
Life in establishing their Asian platforms

Singapore 

Building on our recognised expertise in handling high value, complex, international disputes, our Singapore office focuses 
primarily on advising on and resolving disputes via international arbitration, whether by risk management of potential 
disputes during contract negotiations, or once those disputes have arisen. In addition, from our own resources and from our 
well-established preferred firm relationships with indigenous Singaporean and other South East Asia law firms, we provide 
access to in-depth regional knowledge and full service legal expertise. 

International Disputes

We are able to advise on all aspects of the arbitral process, from strategic considerations prior to the commencement of 
proceedings through to the enforcement of a final award. 

Our services include providing specialist advice:

We have experience of arbitrating under all of the principal arbitral rules, including those of the Hong Kong International 
Arbitration Centre (HKIAC), American Arbitration Association (AAA), China International Economic & Trade Arbitration 
Commission (CIETAC), International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA), 
Dubai International Arbitration Centre (DIAC), Abu Dhabi Chamber of Commerce Arbitration Centre (ADCCAC), Stockholm 
Chamber of Commerce (SCC), United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) and Judicial Arbitration 
and Mediation Service (JAMS), as well as industry specific bodies, such as IFTA, LMAA and RIDR. In addition to our 
expertise in international arbitration, we are experienced at acting as international counsel in relation to cross-border 
litigation, and work regularly with local counsel throughout the region in this guise.

Corporate

We have significant experience assisting clients with regard to cross-border and multi-jurisdictional corporate and 
commercial work. This includes advising in relation to M&A, corporate finance, joint venture, foreign direct investment and 
commercial contracts for both local and multinational clients.

Insurance and Reinsurance

Our team specialises in the resolution of insurance and reinsurance disputes, increasingly on behalf of policyholders, and 
also advises extensively on non-contentious issues. In addition, through our well-established preferred firm relationships 
with Singaporean and South East Asia law firms, we provide access to in-depth regional knowledge and full service legal 
expertise.

Contact
Jamie Harrison - Head of Singapore Office
+65 6808 6240 / +44 20 7160 3693
+65 9727 7617
j.harrison@aglaw.com
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ADDLESHAW GODDARD IN NUMBERS

 ►  1775 our firm was founded

 ► 232 partners and over 900 other legal staff

 ► 11 offices in Aberdeen, Doha, Dubai, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Hong Kong, Leeds, London, Manchester, Muscat, Singapore 
and Tokyo (in association with Hashidate Law Office)

 ► 6 dedicated international business groups - for Africa, China, India, Korea, Malaysia, North America

 ► 1 comprehensive network of preferred firms worldwide

Quality of our advice

 ► Chambers UK 2017 - 37 Band 1 rankings in total

 ► Legal 500 UK 2016 - 40 Tier 1 rankings in total

 ► Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2017 - Hong Kong office ranked for Corporate (including M&A), Capital Markets (Equity) and 
Dispute Resolution

 ► Legal 500 Europe, Middle East & Africa 2016

 ► AG’s Oman office ranked in Tier 1 for Banking and Finance and Tier 2 for Commercial, Corporate and M&A

 ► Dubai office ranked for Commercial, Corporate and M&A, Dispute resolution and Shipping

 ► AG’s Qatar office ranked as a Foreign firm

 ► Europe’s 6th most innovative law firm in the 2016 FT Innovative Lawyers; #1 in “Resourcing & Efficiency” for advice to 
Microsoft

 ► Business Leadership Awards 2016 - won the ‘Best Service Quality Innovation’ award for our Africa Future Leaders 
programme

Our client base

 ►  40+ FTSE 100 companies have instructed us in the last 12 months

 ► 20 FTSE 100 companies where we are a “principal advisor”

 ► 160+ financial institutions, including HSBC, Standard Chartered, Barclays, Santander, Deutsche Bank, Bank Muscat and 
National Bank of Oman as examples

 ► Major public bodies, including Ofwat, Department of Health, Home Office, Ministry of Defence, numerous NHS Trusts 
and many local authorities
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